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Policy Analysis Framework

1. Research/Synthesize Information

2. Define Problem

3. Generate Policy Options

4. Select Criteria and Measures

5. Assess Options  

6 Craft Recommendation

An Iterative Process



Background: Wildfire in the Okanagan

Hot dry climate

Population pressures--over half mi llion by 2030

70 % fi res caused by humans

Jurisdictional complexi ty

Uneven uptake of fi re prevention methods
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to a 2015 report by the BC Forest Practices Board, Kelowna has provided a strong model of the possible advances in mitigation in the aftermath of the 2003 Okanagan Mountain Park fire (BC Forest Practices Board 2015). The report acknowledged improvements in fuel management strategy in BC in response to the blaze, including the Strategic Wildfire Prevention Initiative, which provides funding to communities to remove hazardous fuels, and increased membership in FireSmart, which provides funds directly to homeowners to protect their homes. However, the report identifies room for improvement: 90% of hazardous fuels have not been removed due to inadequate community funding, expensive techniques, and restriction of cheaper prescribed burns; and FireSmart principles continue to be ignored by community members.



Climate Change in the Okanagan

Wildfire Management Branch
(2014) :

Fi re area wi ll increase from 7961 
to 19076 hectares

Length of fi re season wi ll increase 
by 30%

Fire severi ty wi ll increase by 30%-
95%
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wang et al., U of A Future burn probability in south-central British ColumbiaPublic Health
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Background

Wildland Fire Management Working Group 
Strategic Di rections 2014-2019

Strategic priori ty:  
To bui ld community protection and prevention programs such that residents 

and communities are engaged in wi ldfi re prevention and loss mitigation

BC Forest Practices Board
Fuel Management in the Wildland Urban Interface – Update in 2015

Homeowner engagement one of five areas to improve

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BC Forest Practices BoardFuel Management in the Wildland Urban Interface – Update in 2015Homeowner engagement one of five areas to improveIdentifies gap between FireSmart recommendations and homeowner participation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes




Policy Problem

Climate change and population growth are increasing the 
risk posed by wi ldfi re on the Okanagan’s wi ldland urban 
interface. Homeowner participation in mitigation is an 
essential component of a successful WUI fi re 
management regime. 

Engagement of Okanagan homeowners in wildfire 
prevention and mitigation efforts is too low.
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Methodology

Literature review

Qualitative semi-structured interviews
Case studies

Online homeowner survey 

31 completed responses
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
�



Interviewees
-Kelly Johnson, Partners in Protection/ FireSmart Canada
-Jim Mottishaw, former Manager for Penticton Fire Zone
-Peter Hisch, Superintendent of Fuel Management
-Peter Dooling, Professor Emeritus, Faculty of Forestry, UBS
-Rick Euper, Fire and Life Safety Educator, Kelowna Fire Department
-Peter Anderson, SFU Associate Professor in Faculty of Communication
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Case Study Results

Lake Edith, Alberta: on-the-ground community events

Lower Mainland Agricultural Land Reserve: model for forestry reserve

City of Toronto: Leaf Collection services

City of Kelowna: bylaws for property treatment and development

Taijing National Park, Taiwan: eco-tourism communications

Colorado: Wildfire Partners Program, homeowner certification and insurance 

State of California: Class A rooftops, property tax fee, and building bylaws

State of Colorado and Utah: Income tax credit program
10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Case Studies:Lake Edith, Alberta - Homeowners participated in community fuel cleanup bees and reported both increased sense of safety as well as community spirit Wildfire Partners Program in Colorado, which is a test program bringing together wildfire specialists and homeowners through the help of government, local businesses, and the insurance industryState of California, CLASS A ROOFS and fire management techniques and property tax - which has recently been making drastic changes to its wildfire mitigation policies due to large numbers of recent firesCity of Kelowna, which also has been making large leaps in wildfire mitigation since the devastating fires in 2003- bylaws for propetry treatmentState of Colorado & State of Utah: Tax Credit Program of 50% of mitigation, up to $2500Lower Mainland Agricultural Land ReserveCity of Toronto Leaf CollectionEcologically sensitive tourist program in Taijing National Park, Taiwan.



Survey Results
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Homeowner survey: [69] OK homeowners; 31 completed Compared to survey performed by the City of Kelowna. Sample size small, interesting insights and opinions on policy optionsPeople had lived there for an average of 15 yearsClear that people are aware of wildfire risk, and that they are accustomed to doing some mitigation activities, but not fully engaged60% believe wildfire poses a high risk to their property, and 52% feel very or somewhat prepared.  that the most consulted and used forms of communication in terms of wildfire preparedness were online and social media platforms. Cortner et al. report a positive correlation between knowledge about fire risk and support for management efforts



Survey Results
Participation in some activi ties
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Survey: other FireSmart recommendations have not been so readily adopted (only 47% have installed a non-combustible roof, one of the most effective mitigation methods).
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Survey Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okanagan home-owners support policies to protect properties from wildfire--but not with their walletsAccording to the survey, there is majority support among Okanagan residents for fire protection policies including expanding community brush collection (69%) and constructing fire breaks (59%).Most popular among the policies proposed, with 86% support, is a program that would offer insurance breaks to homes that earn a FireSmart certification.However, homeowners are less enthusiastic about policies that would potentially take money from their pockets: just 34% favour a scheme that would raise property taxes in exchange for guaranteed protection against wildfire, while 23% support levying fines against those who fail an annual fire inspection.



Policy Options Analysis
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Policy Options 
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1: Insurance incentives with FireSmart 
certification program

2: Bylaws for (future) building 
codes

3: Bylaws for ordering 
homeowners to treat property

4: Property tax edition(Fire 
prevention fee)

5. Grants supporting community clean-
up teams

6. Community events/bonfires
7. Creation of app/digital 
communications

8. Communications campaign 
targeting a) homeowners and b) 
tourists/recreational dwellers

9. Creation of a Forestry Reserve 10. Firebreaks along WUI
11. Targeting tourists/recreational 
dwellers by investing in park 
rangers or camping regulations 

12. Roof retrofit tax credit

13. Expanding brush collection (gov 
services)

14. Investing in Weedman style 
services (private service)

15. FireSmart certification 
program



Key Policy Objectives

Protection and Security (Effectiveness)
Homeowner Acceptance
Cost to Government
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
��Key objective: reduce damage to homes from wildfires- and save lives!   Policies were assessed based on their ability to encourage the most homeowners to implement fire mitigation strategies that would reduce the damage a fire would cause were one to occur.  As this is an issue that will be increasing in the future, we also wanted to consider policy packages that had the ability to start tackling homeowner protection now while also strengthening protection for the future.Throughout our research we became increasingly aware that a successful solution to wildfire mitigation is, by necessity, a group effort by all of the wide variety of stakeholders involved.  To protect a community, the entire community must be engaged, and so we placed high importance on the support of policies by a wide variety of stakeholders, from homeowners, local governments and businesses to developers and the real estate and insurance industries.Finally, we also wanted to look at the cost to government.  Currently, the cost of wildfire response is highly publicized and the government spends millions of dollars on reacting to these fires.  Our aim is to minimize this cost to government by recommending proactive ways to reduce fire damage and reduce fire-related costs in the long run.



Criteria and Measures 
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● Protection & Security: Effectiveness of Policies in terms 
of protection and security 

● Protection & Security: When intended 
protection/security benefit would begin

● Equity: Ability to Pay 
● Stakeholder Acceptance (Homeowners): 

Support/Neutral/Opposition 

● Stakeholder Acceptance (Homeowners): Willingness to 
Pay

● Stakeholder Acceptance 
(Developers/Municipalities/Real Estate/Insurance): 
Support/Neutral/Opposition

● Administrative Complexity of Compliance: Voluntary, 
Incentivized or Deterred, Legally Binding

● Implementation Complexity: Difficulty for Government to 
Implement

● Government Budgetary Considerations: Approximate 
cost of mitigation (risk avoidance)



Recommendation
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Mitigation on Household 
Level

Community Engagement 
Level

Mitigation on Public Land 
Level  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defensible space
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Inspired by Fire Smart

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not only the diagram - firesmart is full of best practices that have been scientifically determined. We want to help bring the firesmart program into the purview of more Okanagan homeowners.
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Community Engagement 
Level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defensible space
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Mitigation through 
Communications

Problem Drivers:
● Homeowners uninformed or 

misinformed
● Homeowners unmotivated to 

take action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interviews illustrated that individuals (or “sparkplugs” as Firesmart calls them) can be a make or break difference in their communities (interview - reason why one sub-community or areas became firesmart communitiesOur survey 59% say they feel well informed about what steps to take, although only 21% claim they are very well informed., “the availability of material does not necessarily mean that it will reach its audience of be effective once it gets there” (McCaffrey 2004, 12). Instead, the study finds that personal contact is the most effective methodType of info, source determine responseJim Mottishaw interview: people believe 911 is where people need to call, and studies show that government is broadly responsible



Communications Strategies
Informational Campaign, Community Events,  Digi tal 
Strategy, Grants
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Key Strengths Key Weaknesses

● Addresses diverse interests 
and perspectives

● Harnesses pre-existing 
knowledge

● Relatively few resources 
required

● Supports knowledge and 
acceptance of other policies

● Potential for unclear 
messaging

● Does not directly reduce risk 
of damage

● Existing funding for 
community groups has 
undetermined uptake

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The middle layer of our defensible space strategy is communications strategiesGoal is to increase awareness of wildfire risk and to promote knowledge of actions homeowners can take to mitigate4 components, originally assessed separatelyLiterature review and analysis showed they were effective, interview showed that they were effective, support has been ubiquitous Specifically, some options we looked at included:Information campaign can address specific local concerns, but messages need to be consistent in order for message to be received. Also: some criticism of “more talk than action”Digital strategy- increasingly important, but may miss those not on social media, and can also be used to spread misinformationCommunity events strengthen community spirit and engagement, person-to-person interaction very valuable in encouraging participation (most successful according to lit review, and as seen in the Lake Edith example of work bees”), however, require more involved effort so usually not all homeowners are involvedGrants: can support grassroot community driven organizations which foster engagement and participation, however, though there are related grants offered by government they are not always applied for and used- perhaps due to lack of knowledge of them?  Unknown.�THE SECOND LAYER OR BUFFER AROUND OUR DEFENSIBLE SPACE IS A COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGYTHE GOAL IS TO PROMOTE OTHER ACTIONS THAT HOMEOWNERS CAN TAKE LET PEOPLE KNOW THAT THEIR ACTIONS ARE PART OF A LARGER STRATEGY AIMED AT INCREASING SECURITYSTRENGTHS: A STUDY LOOKING AT KELOWNA AFTER THE 2003 FIRE SEASON SHOWED THAT PUBLIC EDUCATION PROGRAMS COULD TARGET DIVERSE GROUPS (INCOME/AGE/LOCATION)  WEAKNESS: MESSAGING NEEDS TO BE CONSISTENT IN ORDER TO BE COMMUNICABLE·     OPEN TO CRITCISM: MORE ‘TALK THAN ACTION’? KELOWNA STUDY ON POST-2003 FIRES: Public education programs for forest fire mitigation are potentially enhanced by addressing residents' multiple perspectives and priorities about area forests.3. Grants to community groupsPros-Develops community capacity to respond to wildfire-Literature shows peer-to-peer, ground-up solutions are most successful-Example of work bees in Lake Edith extremely successfulCons-survey didn't show much enthusiasm4. AppPros-Literature shows social media becoming leading new disaster management tool-Builds community while sharing info-Alexander identifies a number of uses of social media in disaster scenarios, including fostering social cohesion, monitoring public debate, developing collaborative solutions, and facilitating researchCons-Not everyone in Okanagan on social media (some older)-can be used to spread panic/misinformation
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Mitigation on Household 
Level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defensible space
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Mitigation on Household 
Level

Problem Drivers:
● Lack of relatively easy and cost 

effective solutions 
● Lack of incentives
● Multiple fire spreading 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Burning brush is no longer permitted in Okanagan Region) People in the region had been accustomed to burning brush and fuels that were collected from their properties, however the Regional District of Okanagan-Similkameen passed Open Air Burning Regulations in 2005 that prevented people from doing so. Now there is a trend of frustrated homeowners owning very large lots not engaging in treating their properties at all, increasing fire risk on their propertiesNo monetary incentives currently while other jurisdictions do. Our survey indicates that people would be open to 



Key Strengths Key Weaknesses

● Incentivizes and rewards 
taking care

● Promotes use of existing 
FireSmart program

● House-level attention
● Equitable distribution of tax 

credits
● Support from fire experts

● Complexity of administering 
tax benefit

● High budgetary cost to 
government
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FireSmart Certification & Tax 
Credit Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Certified improvements qualify homeowners for tax incentivesModeled on successful programs in colorado, utah and california BUT ADMINISTERED THROUGH THE TAX SYSTEM RATHER THAN AS GRANTSIn this way the benefit can be tied to the income of the homeowner and more equitably address their ability to pay for mitigationsmall steps like clearing underbrush can be inspected and certified, homeowners receives small tax benefitlarger steps like replacing a wood roof with a fire-resistant roof eligible for more supportRick Euper, Fire & Life Safety Educator/ Fire Inspector at Kelowna Fire Department--excited!
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Class A Roof Retrofit Tax Credit

Key Strengths Key Weaknesses

● Evidence proves reduction 
of damage

● Public support in Okanagan
● Cost shared between 

private and public funds

● Program is voluntary 
● Effectiveness increases with 

number of homes retrofitted
● Credit may not be enough 

to offset high cost

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cedar roofs were at one point mandated by stratas in Kelowna for visual appearanceFiresmart investigation of 450 homes destroyed by wildfire in Australia, researchers concluded that the presence of wood shake roofs was the single most influential factor in reducing house survivability under a given fire "In all cases respondents supported changes to bylaws such that renovations or retrofits of existing buildings would trigger requirements for wildland fire risk reduction." -Wildland Fire (Kelowna study) 2009�- 89% of our survey’s respondents supported receiving financial incentives for installing fire-resistant roofing materials



Key Strengths Key Weaknesses

● Little/no direct cost to 
homeowners

● Can be developed from 
existing waste infrastructure

● Homeowner acceptance 
● Immediate benefit

● Some communities may have 
little infrastructure to build 
on

● Somewhat costly
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Expand Collection of Fuels and 
Brush (Door-to-door)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently -- pick up service, others have landfills where one must pay by the tonneDoor to door collection Survey results: 67% of respondents in support of expanding brush collectionOkanagan Homeowners Survey, 2016→ Options that require little personal effort, such as Fire Awareness Days, are ranked higher than those that are more labour intensive, such as Community Fire Action Teams.
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Mitigation on Public Land 
Level  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defensible space
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Mitigation on Public Land 
Level

Problem Drivers:
Lack of trust in government leadership
Fuel management unpopular
Unintended consequences

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fuel treatment has incited opposition some communities (lack of TRUST and communication)New homes place pressure along the wildland urban interface (lack of government leadership)Real estate development gives local government a source of new tax revenue (disincentive for government to act)Unintended consequence of government action has been that fuel managed areas invite recreational usesRick Euper: importance of local government setting a good examplePartnering with private timber licensees to conduct fuel treatments has in some cases incited opposition from community membersAnecdotal evidence that visitors are perceived to account for many wildfire starts. New homes place pressure along the wildland urban interfaceReal estate development accommodates population influx and gives local government a source of new tax revenueThe selection of treatment methods is important.Individuals can do what they can but the government ultimately has to ensure that all possible care is being takenWhere government deems there to be a gap in risk mitigation, communication and trust building should be the first priority.Unintended consequence has been that fuel managed areas invite recreational uses‘...in many areas a wildfire policy focused on containment and suppression is unlikely to be effective if it relies primarily on mechanical fuel reduction methods… effective containment and suppression hinges on treatment placement.’	     - North et al. 2015‘The correlation between trust and acceptance of each fuel management strategy at each of the study sites suggests that trust-building and trust maintenance should be key goals of agency-citizen interactions.’ - Winter, Vogt, & McCaffrey 2004



Key Strengths Key Weaknesses

● Highly effective
● Little cost to government
● Makes use of existing GIS 

data
● Work is ongoing

● Evidence of opposition to 
mechanical fuel treatments

● Needs to be presented in 
the context of trust building
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Strategic Firebreaks 
Expand mechanical fuel treatments undertaken by 
timber licensees on public and private land

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The work of creating a break means moving into a community with a logging equipment and ensuring that there is enough separation between tree crowns that the risk of fire is reducedLoggingclearing the forest floor of needlestrimming branches 2 meters above the forest floorAs part of the Strategic Wildfire Prevention Initiative the UBCM administers grants in order to perform:fuel management prescriptions, operational treatments and maintenance Priority areas are currently being identifiedFuel treatments occur on municipal and provincial landsThis work could be done effectively on private land with sufficient support from homeownersIn the past some communities have opposed timber licensees moving in with heavy equipment.Many studies show the importance of TRUST between citizens and those conducting fuel managementCommunication with homeowners should focus on the importance of fuel management and on the benefits they will receive in terms if increased protection and security



Key Strengths Key Weaknesses

● Builds on a familiar 
narrative in the Okanagan

● Complements other 
recommended actions

● Does not directly address 
the objective 
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Tourist Engagement
Promote the Okanagan as an ecologically sensi tive area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tourism is an important part of the economy in the Okanagan.Anecdotal evidence that visitors are perceived to account for many wildfire starts. Especially where fuel managed areas have created an inviting forested areaEngage tourists and promote the Okanagan as an ecologically sensitive area, building on the tourism approach of areas likeThe Barrier Reef and The Galapagos Islands,But also to some extent on local initiatives like responsible snowmobiling.Areas that rely on tourism for a significant part of their economic activityVisitors (and locals at the same time) are reminded about the sensitivity of the space they are using as they enjoy recreational activities.Goal: to reduce the number of fire starts by visitorsGoal: to reinforce the responsibility that local residents have for the protection of their communitiesMethod: Communications via a media campaign accompanied by increased enforcement capacities for Provincial Park Rangers, as well as Park and Campground operators.Based on theories from the emerging academic field of resilience in tourist dependant communities (eg: Journal of Ecological Tourism).WeaknessDoes less to directly address the problem directly in the short term than other optionsStrengthsbuilds on a familiar narrative in the Okanagancomplements the overall communications strategy well



Recommendation: FireSmart 360
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FireSmart Household Certification & Income Tax Credit Program:
→ WUI Household Certifications through FireSmart
→ Class A Roof Retro-Fit 
→ Brush and Fuel Collection 

→ Informational Campaign,Community Events and Volunteer Grants

→ Strategic Firebreaks Along the WUI
→ Engage Tourists and Recreational Users

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The recommendation addresses all three areas of responsibilityAt the level of public lands:Strategic firebreaks protect communitiesAlong with a communications campaign that develops trust between homeowners and those implementing fuel treatmentFirebreaks tell homeowners that they are part of an overall strategy, that they are not alone in the fight, and that the best way to ‘fight’ a fire is to AVOID a fire in the first place.Tourists and recreational users receive the same messageThat the Okanagan is an ecologically unique areaThat risk mitigation is a collective effortCommunities take part in the overall process, in some decision making and in advocacyUse community events. Have been shown to engage individualsEmphasize that risk mitigation is a collective effortThat every community member plays a roleIndividual homeowners at the household level are engagedThe work that they do, clearing eaves troughs, for example, is recognized and supported Through tax incentives from small to large contributionsRetrofitting a roof to clearing ground and ladder fuelsBy providing services to collect and dispose of these materialsDefensible space and protecting the neighbourhood (making the principles firesmart visible) �- motivate a cognitive shift (Cultural shift) of homeowners to start viewing themselves as a larger piece of the mitigation puzzleA nuanced approach that recognizes small details--interviews said a multi-level approach is needed; anything else on its own would be less effectiveLeveraging firesmartTLC ( target, lead, certify)



Recommendation: FireSmart 360
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FireSmart Household Certification & Income Tax Credit Program:
→ WUI Household Certifications through FireSmart
→ Class A Roof Retro-Fit 
→ Brush and Fuel Collection 

→ Informational Campaign for Residents & Tourists
→ Community Events and Volunteer Grants

→ Strategic Firebreaks Along the WUI
→ Regulate Tourists and Recreational Users 360

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The recommendation addresses all three areas of responsibilityAt the level of public lands:Strategic firebreaks protect communitiesAlong with a communications campaign that develops trust between homeowners and those implementing fuel treatmentFirebreaks tell homeowners that they are part of an overall strategy, that they are not alone in the fight, and that the best way to ‘fight’ a fire is to AVOID a fire in the first place.Tourists and recreational users receive the same messageThat the Okanagan is an ecologically unique areaThat risk mitigation is a collective effortCommunities take part in the overall process, in some decision making and in advocacyUse community events. Have been shown to engage individualsEmphasize that risk mitigation is a collective effortThat every community member plays a roleIndividual homeowners at the household level are engagedThe work that they do, clearing eaves troughs, for example, is recognized and supported Through tax incentives from small to large contributionsRetrofitting a roof to clearing ground and ladder fuelsBy providing services to collect and dispose of these materialsDefensible space and protecting the neighbourhood (making the principles firesmart visible) �- motivate a cognitive shift (Cultural shift) of homeowners to start viewing themselves as a larger piece of the mitigation puzzleA nuanced approach that recognizes small details--interviews said a multi-level approach is needed; anything else on its own would be less effectiveLeveraging firesmartTLC ( target, lead, certify)



Expand the certification program to the community level

Engaging insurance companies

Move towards more legal compliance
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Future Implications and Steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although we rejected insurance incentives in our main recommendation, our expert interviews revealed that this is a key current priority in the wildfire mitigation field.  It’s strengths lie in strong homeowner engagement, but engaging the insurance industry has proven historically difficult because of a lack of communication between insurance companies which inhibited standardization of how to recognize the implementation of mitigation practices that would lead to a basis for offering insurance incentives.  We are hoping that our recommendation can act as a stepping stone for providing a basis that insurance companies can use to inform how they offer insurance incentives for wildfire mitigation.Additionally, we think the homeowner certification program is ultimately expandable to an entire community level, to further engage homeowners and create a community culture of safety and mitigation of wildfire damage.Finally, after this culture has been created and more homeowners are participating, we think that homeowner acceptance of more legally binding wildfire mitigation will decrease- once legally binding policies are implemented, even more homes will have mitigated properties, and damage has the potential to be even more effectively decreased.
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FireSmart 360



Options Not Included in Recommendation

37
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Bylaws on Future Building Codes
Make fi re safety a future consideration

Key Strengths Key Weaknesses

● Home-level protection with 
no cost to homeowners

● High homeowner 
acceptance

● A potential marketing 
scheme for developers

● Low government cost

● Effectiveness is diminished 
because only future 
properties are mitigated

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar bylaws to guide future firesafe development has been seen in Kelowna and California with good success.  At onset, developers may resist, but most successful models have used firesafe development as a marketing scheme to attract newcomers to the area.



Key Strengths Key Weaknesses

● Highly effective
● Greenbelts elsewhere in North 

America have been achieved 
with cooperation of various 
levels of government

● Costly to implement, 
● Potential need to purchase or 

expropriate land. 
● Legal complexity
● Municipalities forego revenue 

streams.
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Creation of a Forest Reserve

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A promising option based on the effectiveness of a Reserve to protect and manage forests. A 2005 study by researchers at UC Berkeley showed Reserves were the best performing silviculture system at surviving wildfireAs a natural part of the forest’s life cycle, fires are inevitableOther silviculture practices (re-planted or second growth forests, or un-evenly aged forests) experienced higher mortality after wildfire events.This process creates even more dry fuel for a future fire season where there is a significant amount of dry, dead wood in the forest.In Canada there are many examples of reserve lands around population centresIn the Lower Mainland we have the Agricultural Land ReserveIn Toronto the “Greenbelt” limits urban sprawl (although it took many decades to move from concept to implementation in the past few years)Ottawa, Calgary, and Saskatoon have similar land reservesIn the US, Portland and Denver, CO.The complexity of organizing private and crown land into a reserve is a major drawback (see Toronto)A major potential weakness is the recent case of the proposed South Okanagan-Similkameen National ParkThe Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society is championing the creation of a new park in the south okanagan that wouldlimit real estate developmentLimit economic activity that can take place in the parkThe largest rancher in the area is willing to sell their land to create the parkOther ranches have mounted oppositionThe proposal has been extremely divisive in the South Okanagan with residents lining up on opposite sides.The Province’s process of investigating the potential of a national park has been criticized as highly undemocraticA land reserve is most likely something to consider in the future 
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Key Strengths Key Weaknesses

● High incentives may 
translate to high 
effectiveness

● High public acceptance
● Low cost to government

● Compliance is voluntary
● High individual cost
● Reliance on insurance 

company buy-in
● Requires pre-existing 

certification program 

Insurance Incentives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pegged as a promising practice by many of our intervieweesInterviews emphasized that FireSmart and communities have already been working on such a program, but collaboration with insurance companies is very complex and many of them are unwilling to cooperate (have not felt the financial damage of wildfires very hard yet) (Kelly Johnson) (Kelly Johnson from FireSmart Partners in Protection) described his efforts to address insurance companies, but a huge hurdle is the ambiguity to decide who to give incentives to with a lack of measurable mitigation efforts. BUT insurance capability only possible with a certification program in place, which was assessed separately 
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Property Tax 
Increase 
(Fi re Prevention Fee)

Bylaws for Homeowners 
to Treat Property
Legalize the mitigation process

Key Strengths Key Weaknesses

● Legally binding- high 
effectiveness

● Fast implementation

● Low homeowner 
acceptance

● Complex enforcement
● High government costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bylaws as seen in Kelowna to some extent, property tax increase to fund a state fire management fund as seen in California�Depending on the property, the average amount to upgrade a home to moderate FireSmart standards is $3,000 (based upon averages of homeowners in the Wildfire Partners Program in Colorado).  It some cases though it can be much more expensive.  Without a subsidy program, it is likely that a large number of homeowners will be unable to complete the required mitigation tasks, placing lower income families on greater financial stress.Property tax increase also potentially imposes costs on those not in high-risk areas, which fosters opposition to the policy, and is complex for the government to implement.  Our survey showed that more than half (55%) of respondents would oppose an increase of just 5% of their property tax to fund such a fire prevention fund.  Support for even higher, more effective raises in property tax was even lower.Only 34% of survey respondents approved of a property tax increase to fund a provincial fire management fund
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